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Esteemed Delegates, 
     I would like to take this first interaction to
welcome you all to the twentieth session of
GatorMUN! For introductions, my name is Cole
Erickson, the director of this committee. I am a
second year at the University of Florida studying
International Studies as well as Foreign Languages
and Literatures. Outside of Model UN, I am likely
attending a conversation group at UF’s Language
Studio or discussing current events with friends. As
a delegate of this committee, you will debate,
discuss, and deliberate on the future of democracy
itself through the forum of the United Nations
Human Rights Council, acting as a dual delegation,
General Assembly committee. This includes giving
specific recommendations to promote and protect
all essential elements of democracy, according to
the Commission on Human Rights Resolution
2002/46 from the former Commission on Human
Rights. 
     The first topic of this committee is “Human Rights, Fundamental
Freedoms, and the Rule of Law”. This topic focuses the committee’s energy
towards identifying novel ways to promote the individual freedoms which
are particularly foundational to sustainable and healthy democracies. In
order to realize the liberties enumerated in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, a particular group of freedoms are essential to create the
necessary conditions and proper environment for democracies to thrive and
therefore guarantee all human rights. According to the aforementioned
Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2002/46, these rights include:
freedom of association, freedom of expression and opinion, access to power
and its exercise in accordance with the rule of law, in addition to a free,
independent and pluralistic media. Member-states will be expected to
create resolutions which not only update this framework to the 21st century,
but also create substantive solutions to guide international efforts to
promote the rights which are essential to democracy that respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms.   
     The second topic of this committee is “Good Governance and Elections.”
This topic instead diverts the committee’s attention towards finding means
to encourage periodic free and fair elections as well as promoting the
democratic principles of good governance. Similarly inspired by the
Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2002/46, these practices include:
the holding of periodic free and fair elections by universal suffrage and by
secret ballot as the expression of the will of the people, a pluralistic system
of political parties and organizations, the separation of powers, the
independence of the judiciary, as well as transparency and accountability in
public administration. Again, member-states will be expected to create
resolutions which not only update this framework to the 21st century, but
also create substantive solutions to guide international efforts to promote
free and fair elections as well as democratic governance.
Position papers are a requirement in this committee. If you have any
questions regarding the committee, please feel free to email me at
gatormun@gmail.com. I cannot wait to see the important discussions and
substantive solutions led by you all. 

Cole Erickson
Director, UNHRC



Rules of Procedure

Setting the agenda.
This means choosing the order in which you will debate
topics, if there are multiple on the table.

Debating the topic.
Moderated Caucus

Moderated debate
Unmoderated Caucus

Work on draft resolutions, sporadic debate, time for
additional research, etc.

Speaker’s List
When the speaker’s list is closed, move straight into the
voting procedure.

Vote on motions as they arise.
Author’s Panel

Group of sponsors present resolution
Voting procedure

Resolutions are presented, then voted upon.
No one may enter or exit the room once voting procedure
has begun 

This Committee will abide by Robert’s Rules of Order, below is a
brief summation of the basic procedures needed to be successful
in this committee. Points and motions not listed in this
document are chair’s discretion on acceptance. The goal of this
committee is to create one resolution as a group by the end of
the conference, based on attendance more may be accepted.
Page minimums and maximums will be established throughout
the committee as well as sponsor caps. 

Order/Agenda of a Model U.N. Conference
1.

a.

2.
a.

i.
b.

i.

c.
i.

d.
e.

i.
3.

a.
b.
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Rules of Procedure
QUORUM
A majority of voting members answering to the roll at each
session shall constitute a quorum for that session. This means
that half plus one of all voting members are present. Quorum will
be assumed consistent unless questioned through a Point of
Order. Delegates may request to be noted as “Present” or
“Present and Voting.” 

MOTION TO SUSPEND THE RULES FOR THE PURPOSE
OF A MODERATED CAUCUS
A majority of voting members answering to the roll at each
session shall constitute a quorum for that session. This means
that half plus one of all voting members are present. Quorum will
be assumed consistent unless questioned through a Point of
Order. Delegates may request to be noted as “Present” or
“Present and Voting.” 

MOTION TO SUSPEND THE RULES FOR THE PURPOSE
OF AN UNMODERATED CAUCUS
This motion must include the length of the Caucus. During an
unmoderated caucus, delegates
may get up from their seats and talk amongst themselves. This
motion requires a simple majority
to pass. The length of an unmoderated caucus in a Crisis
committee should not exceed fifteen
minutes.

MOTION TO SUSPEND THE MEETING
This motion is in order if there is a scheduled break in debate to
be observed. (ie. Lunch!) This motion requires a simple majority
vote. The Committee Director may refuse to entertain this
motion at their discretion.

POINTS OF ORDER
Points of Order will only be recognized for the following items:
a) To recognize errors in voting, tabulation, or procedure,
b) To question relevance of debate to the current Topic or
c) To question a quorum.
A Point of Order may interrupt a speaker if necessary and it is to
be used sparingly.

MOTION TO ADJOURN THE MEETING
This motion is in order at the end of the last committee session.
It signifies the closing of the
committee until next year’s conference.
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POINTS OF INQUIRY
When there is no discussion on the floor, a delegate may direct a
question to the Committee Director. Any question directed to
another delegate may only be asked immediately after the
delegate has finished speaking on a substantive matter. A
delegate that declines to respond to a question after a formal
speech forfeits any further questioning time. The question must
conform to the following format: 

Delegate from Country A raises placard to be recognized by the
Committee Director.
Committee Director: “To what point do you rise?”
Country A: “Point of Inquiry.”
Committee Director: “State your Point.”
Country A: “Will the delegate from Country B (who must have just
concluded a substantive
speech) yield to a question?”
Committee Director: “Will the Delegate Yield?”
Country B: “I will” or “I will not” (if not, return to the next business
item)
Country A asks their question (it must not be a rhetorical
question.)
Country B may choose to respond or to decline.

If the Delegate from Country B does not yield to or chooses not
to answer a question from Country A, then he/she yields all
remaining questioning time to the Committee Director.

POINTS OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Points of personal privilege are used to request information or
clarification and conduct all other business of the body except
Motions or Points specifically mentioned in the Rules of
Procedure.
Please note: The Director may refuse to recognize Points of
Order, Points of Inquiry or Points of Personal Privilege if the
Committee Director believes the decorum and restraint inherent
in the exercise has been violated, or if the point is deemed
dilatory in nature.

RIGHTS OF REPLY
At the Committee Director’s discretion, any member nation or
observer may be granted a Right of Reply to answer serious
insults directed at the dignity of the delegate present. The
Director has the ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY to accept or reject Rights
of Reply, and the decision IS NOT SUBJECT TO APPEAL.
Delegates who feel they are being treated unfairly may take their
complaint to any member of the Secretariat.
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FRIENDLY AMENDMENTS
Friendly Amendments are any changes to a formally introduced
Directive that all Sponsors
agree to in writing. The Committee Director must approve the
Friendly Amendment and confirm
each Sponsor’s agreement both verbally and in writing.

UNFRIENDLY AMENDMENTS
Unfriendly Amendments are any substantive changes to a
formally introduced Directive that are not agreed to by all of the
Sponsors of the Directive. In order to introduce an Unfriendly
Amendment, the Unfriendly Amendment must be the number
equivalent to 1/3 of Quorum confirmed signatories. The
Committee Director has the authority to discern between
substantive and non-substantive Unfriendly amendment
proposals.
Delegate from Country A raises placard to be recognized by the
Committee Director
Committee Director: “To what point do you rise?”
Country A: “Point of Inquiry.”
Committee Director: “State your Point.”
Country A: “Will the delegate from Country B (who must have just
concluded a substantive
speech) yield to a question?”
Committee Director: “Will the Delegate Yield?”
Country B: “I will” or “I will not” (if not, return to the next business
item)
Country A asks their question (it must not be a rhetorical
question.)
Country B may choose to respond or to decline.
If the Delegate from Country B does not yield to or chooses not
to answer a question from Country A, then he/she yields all
remaining questioning time to the Committee Director.

PLAGIARISM
GatorMUN maintains a zero-tolerance policy in regards to
plagiarism. Delegates found to have used the ideas of others
without properly citing those individuals, organizations, or
documents will have their credentials revoked for the duration of
the GatorMUN conference. This is a very serious offense.
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MOTION TO ENTER VOTING PROCEDURE
Once this motion passes, and the committee enters Voting
Procedure, no occupants of the committee room may exit the
Committee Room, and no individual may enter the Committee
Room from the outside. A member of the Dias will secure all
doors.
• No talking, passing notes, or communicating of any kind will be
tolerated during voting procedures.
• Each Directive will be read to the body and voted upon in the
order which they were introduced. Any Proposed Unfriendly
Amendments to each Directive will be read to the body and
voted upon before the main body of the Directive as a whole is
put to a vote.
• Delegates who requested to be noted as “Present and Voting”
are unable to abstain during voting procedure. Abstentions will
not be counted in the tallying of a majority. For example, 5 yes
votes, 4 no votes, and 7 abstentions means that the Directive
passes.
• The Committee will adopt Directives and Unfriendly
Amendments to Directives if these documents pass with a simple
majority. Specialized committees should refer to their
background-guides or Committee Directors for information
concerning specific voting procedures.

ROLL CALL VOTING
A counted placard vote will be considered sufficient unless any
delegate to the committee motions for a Roll Call Vote. If a Roll
Call Vote is requested, the committee must comply. All dele-
gates must vote: “For,” “Against,” “Abstain,” or “Pass.”
During a Roll Call vote, any delegate who answers, “Pass,”
reserves his/her vote until the Committee Director has exhausted
the Roll. However, once the Committee Director returns to
“Passing” Delegates, they must vote: “For” or “Against.”

ACCEPTING BY ACCLAMATION
This motion may be stated when the Committee Director asks for
points or motions. If a Roll Call Vote is requested, the motion to
Accept by Acclamation is voided. If a delegate believes a
Directive will pass without opposition, he or she may move to
accept the Directive by acclamation. The motion passes unless a
single delegate shows opposition. An abstention is not
considered opposition. Should the motion fail, the committee will
move directly into a Roll Call Vote.
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The United Nations and Democracy
In many ways, democracy sits as a foundational value of the
United Nations along with human rights, development, as well as
peace and security. Across the entirety of the United Nations, the
critical value of democracy remains at the forefront of a myriad of
institutions, including but not limited to the United Nations
Development Program, the United Nations Democracy Fund, the
Department of Peace Operations, the Department of Political
and Peacebuilding Affairs, the Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights, and the United Nations Entity for Gender
Equality and the Empowerment of Women. 
The State of Democracy
Still, it would appear, however, that democracy, if anything, is in a
more vulnerable state rather than less vulnerable one with recent
history witnessing democratic backsliding and greater
infringement of human rights across the world. According to the
2022 edition of the Freedom in the World report, the global
average degree of freedom, constituting both political rights and
civil liberties, has begun a decreasing trend since the mid-2010’s
which almost exactly mirrors a very similar trend of democratic
backsliding. Additionally, the 2022 edition of the Human Rights
Watch’s World Report has compiled a comprehensive list of
human rights injustices in all parts of the world, recognizing the
great deal of harmful trends that have become evident as well as
the monumental task which awaits the international
community’s quest towards ensuring the human rights of every
single individual across the globe. 

Background Guide
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The State of Democracy
Still, it would appear, however,
that democracy, if anything, is in a
more vulnerable state rather than
less vulnerable one with recent
history witnessing democratic
backsliding and greater
infringement of human rights
across the world. According to the
2022 edition of the Freedom in the
World report, the global average
degree of freedom, constituting
both political rights and civil
liberties, has begun a decreasing trend since the mid-2010’s which
almost exactly mirrors a very similar trend of democratic
backsliding. Additionally, the 2022 edition of the Human Rights
Watch’s World Report has compiled a comprehensive list of
human rights injustices in all parts of the world, recognizing the 
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 great deal of harmful trends that have become evident as well as
the monumental task which awaits the international community’s
quest towards ensuring the human rights of every single
individual across the globe. 
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Topic Briefing
     This first topic will focus on introducing any legal revisions to the
European Council itself. Ultimately, it will be you, the delegates, who
determine by what means and to what end these legal revisions (if any
are introduced). Still, general goals such as increasing the European
Council’s foreign policy capacity as well as streamlining the infrastructure
between the European Council and various other European institutions
tasked with foreign policy have found widespread popularity amongst
public leaders and academics. Naturally, this topic is not without historical
precedent. Originally, the European Council was not even an institution of    
the European Union, rather an informal summit between its leaders.
Overtime, periodic adjustments have been made to the body, notably
including in 2007 it was formally integrated into the structure of the
European Union by the Treaty of Lisbon. This saw this informal summit
amongst leaders transform into what the Treaty itself refers to as “the
necessary impetus for [the European Union’s] development.”
     While this topic can include any type of legal and/or institutional
revision, it is pertinent to note that the intended aim should serve the
interest of improving European foreign policy. Still, this goal is quite broad
and should allow delegates to present innovative ideas to this more open-
ended question of the Common Foreign & Security Policy, which in and of
itself proves to be a topic of intense debate already amongst the leaders
of the European Union’s 27 member states. Like every other institution
which the European Union is comprised of, the European Council has
indeed evolved greatly over time to meet the (often competing) demands
of various member-state interests as well as the interests of actors within
the body of the European Union itself. While creativity and innovation will
be looked favorably upon, make sure that the legal adjustments made are
substantive and politically possible. 
    

Topic I: Human Rights, Fundamental
Freedoms, and the Rule of Law

For the first topic, member-states will craft
substantive recommendations to the UN and
international community as a whole on how to
promote those specific rights which are
viewed as foundational to democratic
principles. It is to note that the prompt is not
to simply advance human rights as a whole as
this is a broad issue which has been discussed
and reiterated by this institution and
institutions adjacent many times over. Instead,
successful policy proposals will include
realistic recommendations within the
parameters of the committee’s purview that
not only bring this discussion into the realities
of the current day, but also innovate solutions
that will prove effective into the 
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future. Additionally, member-states will provide authentic positions that
create comprehensive resolutions which draw strength from the diversity
of perspectives as well as demonstrate adaptability to the experiences of
all member-states.
Key Issues
     Although nearly every member-state agrees on many of the very
generalized principles of human rights and democratic values, as these
concepts are put more clearly into focus in practice, varying
interpretations and political philosophies often result in discord as to how
exactly to promote democratic governance through specific freedoms.
Below are the human rights and freedoms identified as essential by the
Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2002/46. 
    Freedom of association The freedom of association is recognized as
two-fold in the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights Article 20,
viewed as both the “... freedom of peaceful assembly and association” as
well as freedom from the compulsion of belonging to an association,
allowing individuals not only the opportunity to join and leave
associations, but being able to do so freely. While freedom of association
is foundational to democracy, it is most particularly important when it
comes to political association as well, affording individuals the ability to
organize in a way to gain power through democratic means. Additionally,
as both technology and societies have progressed, so too has the debate
around freedom of association, including for example access to the
internet as a fundamental characteristic of freedom of association.
Therefore, member-states must not only contend with ways of continuing
to innovate on promoting freedom of association, but also with novel
threats and essential questions on a fundamental freedom in a new age. 
     Freedom of expression and opinion Hailed as perhaps the cornerstone
of democracy is the freedom of expression and opinion, which the United
Nations Declaration of Human Rights in Article 19 defines as “[the]
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers.” While this freedom is often determined as perhaps one of the
most vital, it is also often the most controversial as well, as noted for
example with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
amending Article 19 with the understanding that this freedom maintains
“special duties and responsibilities … [and] therefore be subject to certain
restrictions.” While the vast majority of member-states hold these
assertions to be true, there is often much debate as to what exactly the
implication of these assertions are in practice. In an increasing digital
world, communication through virtual mediums have demonstrated as
the next stage and frontier concerning the discussion of this controversial
freedom. Thus, member-states must be able to navigate this charged
conversation while finding substantive ways to not only widen access to
this right, but also defend against the threats which endanger the
freedom of expression and opinion.
     Access to power and its exercise in accordance with the rule of law
Although rule of law is not defined as a right or freedom, rather a political
philosophy, it serves as the fundamental connection between human  
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rights and democracy. After all, it is not any individual person which
secures human rights, rather the law itself which does so. Therefore, the
defining right of democracy is the access of an individual or group to
power and its exercise in aforementioned accordance with the rule of law.
Afterall, while it is important that individuals are able to express
themselves as well as associate amongst themselves, these rights cannot
be democratically realized if the sovereignty of the state does not derive
from the people themselves wherein individuals may not only comment
on or critique government, but actively participate in it as well either
directly through referenda or indirectly through fairly elected
representatives. This critical connection between personal liberty and
democracy is not always evident across the world, be it through the
systematic disadvantages of a particular group or through a form of
governance which is not accessible to the population who is governed by
it. It is thus an issue of great import and interest to the member-states
discussing this topic. 
     Independent and pluralistic media With the more complex
manifestations of the aforementioned freedom of expression and opinion
is of course the freedom of press. The United Nations articulates this
freedom particularly by the presence of media which is free, independent,
and pluralistic. Essentially, the media ought to be able to report on all
information freely without constraint, independent of any particular
political, economic, legal, sociocultural, or security concerns, ultimately in
a way which represents a variety of voices, opinions, and perspectives.
Although media serves a critical function in a healthy and sustainable
democracy, the nongovernmental organization Reporters san Frontières
currently only recognizes 8 countries as having a good situation for press
and an additional 40 as satisfactory. It is thus greatly significant to note
that in all stages of democratic consolidation, work can be done to secure
an independent and pluralistic media in every community.
     The holding of periodic free and fair elections by universal suffrage and
by secret ballot as the expression of the will of the people This last key
issue identified by the Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2002/46
for this committee’s first topic despite being one concept can be defined
simultaneously as a human right as well as a critical aspect of democratic
governance: elections. In its most simplest form, democracy itself is
election. It is therefore expected that there are indeed many factors to
guarantee “good” elections that will therefore result in “good”
democracies. Specifically from the lens of human rights, the most
important of these criteria is universal and equal suffrage, that every
individual regardless of “race, color, sex, language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status” may
participate most basically in the democratic system by being able to cast
a vote which is equal in value to any and every other vote cast in the same
election.
Current Anti-Democratic Trends by Regional Context
African Group Due to the COVID-19 pandemic (this will prove to be a
recurring theme), freedom of expression on larger socio-economic issues
has been suppressed even though the pandemic exacerbates
inequalities, notably with violence against women.
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Asia and the Pacific Group Excessive lockdowns procedures for
COVID-19 in some places have resulted in attacks on civil liberties
concerning police brutality as well as criminal charges for
speaking out, while Southwest Asia also witnesses attacks on
media rights.

Eastern European Group Socio-economic inequalities brought on
by the pandemic have have produced discrimination against
women, marginalized communities, and migrants.

Latin American and Caribbean Group Generally, excessive
lockdown procedures have reduced the freedoms of movement,
expression, assembly, as well as personal security.

Western European and Others Group Like in many other parts of
the world, responses to popular protests have decreased civil
liberties. Additionally, access to the ballot has been considerably
diminished in some communities challenging universal suffrage.

Guiding Questions
1. What other rights have proven to be essential to the well-being
of democracy? How can those rights best be promoted?

2. What current methods do work in the promotion of these
fundamental freedoms? Which ones do not work? How could
these methods be improved?

3. What means does the United Nations Human Rights Control
have at promoting and protecting those fundamental freedoms
which are essential to democracy? 
 
4. What topics are non-negotiable in this discussion of human
rights? How can compromise be made in other areas?

5. How has the democratic experience in the twenty-first century
changed the theme of "Human Rights, Fundamental Freedoms,
and the Rule of Law" since the original signing of the Commission
on Human Rights Resolution 2002/46?
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Topic Briefing
     This committee’s final topic is
“Elections and Good Governance”. While
the first topic focuses on promoting the
individual freedoms which are integral to
democracy, this topic directs the
attention away from the governed and
towards the governing body itself. With
this topic, the committee will dedicate
special attention towards finding new
means of promoting democratic
governance. It is important to note that
although there is general consensus in
regards to how the international
community defines human rights
witnessed by the Universal Declaration 

Topic II: Elections and Good Governance

of Human Rights , there is a far smaller degree of consensus on defining
democratic governance. Still, according to the aforementioned
Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2002/46, important factors
include: the holding of periodic free and fair elections by universal suffrage
and by secret ballot as the expression of the will of the people, a pluralistic
system of political parties and organizations, the separation of powers, the
independence of the judiciary, and transparency and accountability in
public administration. 
     Of course, while much has been done to identify the key political units
responsible for maintaining healthy and sustainable democracies, more
work is needed to realize these forms of democratic governance across
the world. This is particularly notable considering international trends
witnessing democratic backsliding at a mass scale concerning
democracies of varying stages of democratic consolidation. In discussing
this topic, member-states will be expected to create resolutions which not
only take advantage of many of the new tools at the disposal of the
champions of democratic principles in the 21st century, but also create
substantive solutions to guide international efforts to promote those these
forms of democratic governance which are essential to the many varying
forms of democracies across the globe. 
     For the second topic, member-states will craft substantive
recommendations to the UN and international community as a whole on
how to continue to promote identified best practices of democratic
governance which are viewed as foundational to democratic principles. It
is to note that the prompt is not to simply advance the specific political
goals and interests of individual member-states, rather, promote
successful policy proposals which will include realistic recommendations
within the parameters of the committee’s purview that not only bring this
discussion into the realities of the current day, but also innovate solutions
that will prove effective into the future. Additionally, member-states will
provide authentic positions that create comprehensive resolutions which
draw strength from the diversity of perspectives as well as demonstrate
adaptability to the experiences of all member-states.
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Periodic, meaning occurring in relatively close proximity to each
other
Free from coercion, electoral fraud, voter suppression
Fair in nature, wherein elections are competitive and standards
are justly followed
Are guided by universal suffrage so that all adults may vote,
regardless of wealth, income, gender, social status, race,
ethnicity, political stance, or any other restriction
Are conducted by means of secret ballot, wherein the voter is
free from intimidation, blackmail, or vote-buying due to an
anonymous identity at the ballot

 Elections." This is because while universal suffrage is often an issue
of civil rights, in terms of affording all individuals the most critical
right to vote, how exactly these elections are conducted and
maintained is more closely related to governance, specifically that
elections which are:

A pluralistic system of political parties and organizations Pluralism
amongst political affiliations such as parties and organizations
essentially means that multiple centers of power are represented
through these political groups. This essentially indicates that a
democracy has multiple, competitive political associations,
meaning that there is more than a simple one, unitary political
party. Political pluralism essentially indicates that there is not only
political diversity within a given political system, but the peaceful
coexistence of different interests, convictions, and lifestyles as well.
By ensuring that not one single political interest dominates a
political system, pluralism remains an integral part of democracy,
ensuring that individuals not only have varying competitive options
to engage, but also the ability to navigate through public life freely
with these associations.

The separation of powers While political pluralism ensures that
there is a diversity and sharing of power between political interests,
the separation of powers ensures that political power is shared
amongst independent governmental institutions. This is to ensure
that competing institutions may issue a series of checks and
balance on other institutions in order to regulate the power of
government. Separation of powers can occur either horizontally or
vertically. 

Key Issues
     While each and every democracy is as complex as it is distinct, the
United Nations has identified the following specific factors as integral to all
democracies. Even in these terms, however, there is often quite a degree of
interpretation required to translate these concepts in practice.
The holding of periodic free and fair elections by universal suffrage and by
secret ballot as the expression of the will of the people It is true that the
discussion of free and fair elections as well as universal suffrage is a shared
key issue between the themes "Human Rights, Fundamental Freedoms,
and the Rule of Law" as well as "Good Governance and 
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Horizontal separation of powers is the division of powers, rights,
and responsibilities amongst various institutions in government,
most often but not always being divided between an executive, a
legislature, and a judiciary.  Although most modern democracies
experiences this distinction, how they politically and
constitutionally manifest can differ greatly. For example, in
presidential systems, citizens elect the executive and legislative
separately on distinct ballots. On the other hand, in parliamentary
systems, citizens elect the legislative which then forms
government, which in turn serves as
the executive. There are, of course, many various iterations
between these two models, such as in a semi-presidential system,
as well as outside of either of these models that still maintain
separation of powers. While horizontal separation of powers deals
with one layer of government, vertical separation of powers (or
subsidiarity) additionally divides political power into various groups
of geographic influence at various levels. This can manifest in a
variety of different ways. The most common levels are local (e.x. the
Municipality of Medellin), provincial (e.x. Queensland), regional (e.x.
the region of Wallonia), national (e.x. the Federal Republic of
Nigeria), and supranational (e.x. the primacy of the European
Union). 
     The independence of the judiciary Perhaps the single most
important part of separation of powers is the independence of the
judiciary, in other words, the freedom of the judiciary system
decide cases and make other judicial decisions without
inappropriate influence from other parts of the same government
as well as other public or private interests. The independence of
the judiciary often serves two primary functions: determining
unconstitutionality and maintaining the Rule of Law. In many
political systems, the judiciary has the power to exercise judicial
review, meaning it can determine the constitutionality of the
actions taken by other parts of the government. This ability to
ensure constitutionality without the influence of what is being
examined is an integral part of democratic health. Additionally, the
ability for the courts to act impartially prevents the erosion of
democratic institutions by making decisions which are opposed to
powerful interests.
     Transparency and accountability in public administration The
last critical tenets of good governance mentioned in the
Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2002/46 are
transparency and accountability which naturally complement each
other quite well. Transparency refers to the easy access of the
government to public oversight. By promoting open government,
anti-democratic trends such as corruption are exposed for all
members of the democratic society to see. Accountability is then
the capability to attribute blame for malpractice and consequently
require justification and possible correction for the given behavior.
Responsible democracy therefore requires accountability, which
naturally cannot occur without transparency. 
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African Group Notable anti-
democratic regime changes have
been produced by undue military
influence as well as through
constitutional amendments on
term limits. Overutilization of
military forces has also challenged
the freedom, legitimacy, and
competitiveness of elections with
electoral violence and elections
results being contested due to
military overinvolvement. 
Asia and the Pacific Group In
addition to the expansion of
military influence (culminating in
a recent coup d'état), rising
ethnonationalism has challenged 

 political pluralism in Southern Asia, continuing a trend of
democratic decline. Additionally, less competitive elections as well
as corruption of public services in the Middle East has reduced
trust in both the meaningfulness of elections and of public
services.
Eastern European Group Lack of democratic consolidation in the
2010s has proven this region inept to addressing recent
challenges as witnessed by the diminishing independence of the
judiciary, of elections, and of media. Non-democratic regimes
have continued to deteriorate, now interfering with other
democracies beyond their borders.
Latin American and Caribbean Group By and large, this region's
democratization has stagnated, with authoritarian and hybrid
regimes becoming intrenched and a lack of consolidation in more
developed democracies resulting in institutional erosion
culminating in attacks on electoral management bodies.
Western European and Others Group Major cleavages of liberal
democratic values in the EU have exposed its lack of recourse to
face democratic backsliding. Additionally, radical populism
targeting democratic institution has reduced public trust
amongst the people, themselves, and government.
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Guiding Questions
 1. What other factors are indispensable for the functioning of
democratic governance? 

 2. What current methods do work in the promotion of
democratic governance? Which ones do not work? How could
these methods be improved?

 3. How can the barriers which have proven access to democracy
difficult for specific underrepresented groups be eliminated?
 
 4. What would a United Nations Human Rights Council
resolution that is simultaneously meaningfully substantive and
universally adaptable look like?

5. How has the democratic experience in the twenty-first century
changed the theme of "Good Governance and Elections" since
the original signing of the Commission on Human Rights
Resolution 2002/46?
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No more than 2 pages of main body content,
An official font which is easily readable
Between 10 pt. and 12 pt. font size with 1.15 spacing,
1-inch justified margins,
A heading which includes a document title and the member-
state name,
Clearly-delineated, organizational sections,
Language which would be appropriate for an equivalent
diplomatic document,
No pictures, icons, or graphs in the main body of the text
(appropriate iconography at the headers and/or footers of the
document are allowed)

All other delegates, staff, and non-participants are to be
treated with respect and courtesy, including properly
interacting with facilities of the University of Florida.
Discrimination on all bases, including race, gender, sexual
orientation, national origin, religion, age, or disability, is never
acceptable. If you believe you have seen any instances of
discrimination or sexual harassment, do not hesitate to bring 

Position Papers
Content
     Although position papers are not a requirement to participate
in this committee, they are strongly recommended by the dais.
Strong position papers will not only be favorably looked on by the
dais, but will also help strengthen a delegate's performance. The
qualities of a strong position paper include: being well-
researched, authentically representing the member-state's
position, maintaining proper formatting, following standard
language conventions and appropriate register. Additionally,
strong position papers will provide the member-state's general
perspective on the issue by: showing any relevant current
policies, devising a clear and decisive policy strategy
recommendation, and demonstrating the member-state's views
    This position should be in both parts practical and
philosophical, providing past initiatives which support the
position indication as well as the thematic underpinnings of a
broader diplomatic strategy. 
Format and Style
Arguably the most important element of a position paper is
being concise. The following criteria are the recommendations of
what a good position paper for this committee should have:

Other Information
Delegate Expectations
Please refer to the Delegate Handbook for more details. The
Delegate Handbook remains the first and final guide for all
delegate expectations at GatorMUN XX 
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it to the attention of your chair or the GatorMUN secretariat.
Maintaining professionalism is expected of all delegates, including:
keeping academic integrity, using polite and professional language, as
well as wearing Western Business Attire.
The safety and security of both attendees of this conference and its hosts
remains our primary concern which is why we ask all participants to
observe all appropriate public health measures, not leave any important
personal items unattended, refrain from any substance abuse, as well as
follow any and all local ordinances.
Academic Integrity
     We maintain a zero-tolerance policy in regards to plagiarism. Delegates
found to have used the ideas of others without properly citing those
individuals, organizations, or documents will have their credentials
revoked for the duration of the conference. This is a very serious offense.
Additionally, pre-writing is strictly prohibited as well. Any work which is
pre-written will not be recognized. All committee work will be completed
on GoogleDocs shared with the dais. 
Technology Policy
     The usage of technology during committee remains first and foremost
within the discretion of the dais and the GatorMUN secretariat. By default,
this committee will specifically permit the usage of technology while
normal debate is suspended in the case of temporary adjournments,
however delegates are asked to refrain from using technology during
regular debate. Still, the usage of technology on non-committee related
grounds is strongly discouraged. 
Language Policy
In the United Nations, delegations reserve the right to speak in any of the
many languages represented in the body with an additional right to
interpretation. Delegates are more than welcome to present in English
and/or the official language of their member-state, however a written
translation in English must be provided to the dais sufficiently beforehand
so that it may be displayed during these remarks. 
Land Acknowledgement
The University of Florida resides on land of the Timucua people and the
Seminole Tribe of Florida. It is important to understand the long-standing
history that has brought us to reside on the land, and to seek to
understand our place within that history. Land acknowledgements do not
exist in a past tense, or historical context: colonialism is a current ongoing
process, and we need to build our mindfulness of our present
participation. It is also worth noting that acknowledging the land is
Indigenous protocol. For more information, visit
http://www.lspirg.org/knowtheland.



República Argentina
Argentine Republic

Հայաստանի Հանրապետություն
Republic of Armenia

République du Bénin
Republic of Benin

Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia
Plurinational State of Bolivia

República Federativa do Brasil
Federative Republic of Brazil
République du Cameroun

Republic of Cameroon
中华⼈⺠共和国

People's Republic of China
République de Côte d'Ivoire

Republic of Côte d'Ivoire
República de Cuba

Republic of Cuba
Česká republika

Czech Republic
State of Eritrea

Suomen tasavalta
Republic of Finland

République française
French Republic

République gabonaise
Gabonese Republic

Republic of the Gambia
Bundesrepublik Deutschlands

Federal Republic of Germany
República de Honduras

Republic of Honduras
भारत गणरा�य

Republic of India
Republik Indonesia
Republic of Indonesia

⽇本国
Japan

Қазақстан Республикасы
Republic of Kazakhstan

دولة لبييا
State of Libya

Lietuvos Respublika
Republic of Lithuania

Positions: Current UNHRC Members
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Groussherzogtum Lëtzebuerg
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

Republic of Malawi
Malaysia

Aolepān Aorōkin Ṃajeḷ
Republic of the Marshall Islands

الجمهورية اإلسالمية الموريتانية
Islamic Republic of Mauritania

Estados Unidos Mexicanos
United Mexican States

Crna Gora
Montenegro

Republic of Namibia
सङ्घीय लोकता���क गणत�� नेपाल

Federal Democratic Republic of
Nepal

Koninkrijk der Nederlanden
Kingdom of the Netherlands

ِاسالمی جمہوریہ پاِكستان
Islamic Republic of Pakistan

República del Paraguay
 Republic of Paraguay
Rzeczpospolita Polska

Republic of Poland
دولة قطر

State of Qatar
대한민국

Republic of Korea
République du Sénégal

Republic of Senegal
Jamhuuriyadda Federaalka

Soomaaliya
Federal Republic of Somalia

جمهورية السودان
Republic of the Sudan

Україна
Ukraine

اإلمارات العربية المتحدة
United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

United States of America
Oʻzbekiston Respublikasi

Republic of Uzbekistan
República Bolivariana de

Venezuela
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
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